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Advanced XP 2K is a water-based, two-component floor finish remarkable for its
extremely high resistance to black heel marks, scratches and stains. Its superior
performance is perfectly suited for high traffic, commercial areas, as its extreme
protection and resistance make the floors easy to clean and maintain. The wood
is left with a rich and full appearance, due to the high solids content.

•
•
•
•
•

High commercial traffic
Meets the highest standards for slip resistance
Superior performance
Indoor climate labeled
Available in matte, satin & semi gloss

AppArea
For finishing new, untreated and newly-sanded wood floors in public areas with high traffic. Ideal for all
types of wood.

Work_Descrip_Label
Preparation_Label

It is important that both wood and floor finish have a temperature of min. 59°F (preferably around 68°F)
and air humidity of approx. 50%. Make sure that the room is well-ventilated for optimal evaporation and
drying time. For the final sanding to bare wood, use grit 100-120 sandpaper or sanding pad. Vacuum
thoroughly and tack the floor afterwards, using a tightly-wrung water-soaked mop/cloth. The floor
must be completely dry before sealing. When sealing, use WOCA Sealers for newly sanded wood to
reduce side bonding.
Always remember to test on a less visible spot to check the compatibility of the surface with the
product.

FinalSanding

Grit 100-120

Treatment

1 x sealer + 2 x Advanced XP 2K

ApplicationDay1

Apply the sealer if not using a stain. When dry, mix WOCA Advanced Hardener with the floor finish
and shake thoroughly before use. Leave the mixture to stand for ten minutes before use, to allow the
hardener to activate. A coat of Advanced XP 2K floor finish should be applied undiluted, using a brush
or roller. Avoid puddles of floor finish. Apply the floor finish wet into wet, to avoid overlaps. Leave the
surface to dry until next day.

ApplicationDay2

Sand the surface with grit 120-200 and vacuum clean the surface thoroughly. Apply the final coat of
Advanced XP 2K floor finish with hardener (freshly mixed). If the final coat of floor finish is applied
after more than 24 hours of drying time, a washing down with WOCA Intensive Wood Cleaner and an
intermediate sanding should always be conducted.

NoteTxt

Water and coloured fluids, such as red wine and coffee, must be wiped off immediately to prevent
staining.

DryingTime
DryBetweenCoat

2-3 hours at 68°F.

DryLightUse

5-6 hours.
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Techdata_label
Density

1.02 to 1.06 g/cm³

PHVvalue

7.5 to 8.5

ShelfLife

2 years from manufacturing date

AppTemp

+59-77°F. and approx. 50% air humidity.

Viscosity

Approx. 22 sec.

Consumption

Approx. 85-110 sq.ft./L, depending on wood type and
surface.

MixingRatio

500 ml hardener to 4,5 L floor finish.

PotLife

The mixture must be used within 5 hours.

CleaningTools

Use water.

Storage

+50-77°F. Keep out of reach of children. Do not expose to
heat (e.g. sunlight). Store frost-free during winter and cool
during summer (max. +77°F).

AvailPotSizes

4.5 L

Authorisations

Indoor climate labeled, R10
AgBB Z-157.10-182

MaintenanceProd
WeeklyCleanProd

Vinyl and Finish Cleaner

HalfYearlyCare

Vinyl and Finish Care

RelatedProducts

Intensive Wood Cleaner

ApplicationTool

Brush or microfiber roller, 3/8” mm pile.

Contact_Label
WOCA Denmark A/S
Tværvej 6
DK - 6640 Lunderskov
T +45 9958 5600
info@wocadenmark.com
wocadenmark.com
Disclaimer_Long

